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Camp Director Controversy

Spartacamp Advisers Resign
Over Appointment Dispute
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Open End Tonight

STUDENT COUNCIL members look on as Jerry
Spolter, ASB vice president (center), presides
over the first meeting of the newly elected
legislative body. During the brief session, council
rejected the appointment of Dan Dahlen to the

position of Spartacamp director by John Hendricks, ASB president. Representatives voted
1-7-5 against Dahlen’s appointment to the
chairmanship of Spartacamp.

Academic Subjects

Assembly OK’s Milias Bill
By VICKI REED
The latest-proposed education
legislation, the Milias Bill, AB
1275, passed the State Assembly
floor vote yesterday at 11:50 a.m.
with a 48-22 tally that immediately
heightened proponents’ hopes.

WILSON HALL
. . . Dominican talk

The vote was called following
nearly 25 minutes of floor deliberation and two weeks of hearings by
the Educational Assembly Committee.
Introduced by Assemblyman
George Minas of Gilroy, the bill
would negate the Fisher Bill in
reference to distinguishing between
4,o-called academic and non-acalemic subjects. The Milias Bill faors academic recognition of all
subject areas normally taught in
,4-rades seven through 12.
When he received the news, Dean
William C. Sweeney of the SJS
Education Division said, "It is my
,pinion that if the bill is successful in succeeding steps, the shortage in secondary fields will be
helped, status will be given reputable subject matter areas currently being discriminated against and
the elementary teacher shortage
will be greatly alleviated."
The bill must pass the Senate
Education Committee, and the
Senate floor, before Gov. Edmund
G. Brown provides final action.
Assemblyman Milias was said to
be "highly gratified with the vote"
which he feels backs up his bill’s

Newsman To Speak
On Dominican Issue
The ASH Lecture Committee
will bring Wilson Hall, NBC South
American correspondent, to SJS
Monday as its spring semester Hot
Spot Speaker.
Hall has just returned from the
Dominican Republic where he covered the revolutionary activity and
landing of American troops. He
will be flown here from New York.
The lecture will be held in Concert Hall at 8.p.m. Hall’s topic will

ASB Interviews
To Be Conducted
Intcrviews to fill three vacancies
on the ASH judiciary will be held
Monday from 2:30 to 5 p.m. in the
College Union.
Clark Heinrich, ASH personnel
officer, announced that a chief
justice and two justices are needed.
Heinrich stated, "Members will
be selected for their maturity,
character and familiarity with the
college."
ASB judiciary has primary jurisdiction In cases involving constitutionality of all ASH legislation,
Interpretation of the ASB constitution, elected and appointed ASH
personnel, and all college rules and
regulations affecting students and
campus organizations.

Three faculty members have
resigned as advisers of the
Spartacamp Committee in the
wake of Wednesday’s vote by
Student Council to reject the
appointment of Dan Dahlen
as Spartacamp director.
A letter to John Hendricks,
ASH president, signed by Dr.
Mervyn Cadwallader, associate professor of sociology; Dr.
Billie B. Jensen, assistant professor of history; and Dr. Fauneil J. Rinn, assistant professor of political science, announced the trio’s resignations.
"We herewith notify you of our
resignations as faculty advisers to
the Spartacamp Committee," the
letter stated.
"Your (Hendricks’) half-hearted
support of Dan Dahlen for next
year’s Spartacamp director; the
opposition to this appointment by
your predecessor and mentor,
Robert Pisano; and the dictated
rejection of Mr. Dahlen’s nomination by the Student Council
amount to a vote of "no confidence" in the entire 1965 committee.

attempt to rectify a genuine problem that developed out of the 1961
approval of the Fisher Act.
Dr. Dwight Bentel, chairman of
the SJS Journalism and Advertising department, was pleased with
the Assembly’s action.
"If the Senate will take the
same action," he said, "it will have
helped to cure a serious education
’CLEAR THE AIR’
headache. As chairman of a department in an area affected by the
"Our hope is by resigning, we
measure, I am most appreciative of may clear the air and that student
Mr. Miles’ effective leadership in government can start with an engetting the bill through.
tirely new committee, free itself
-

Dr. Weed Speaks
On Civil Rights Act
By STEVE BETTINI

"The 1964 Civil Rights Act
is based on enlargement of
the meaning of state action
and the commerce clause and
necessary and proper clause
of the Constitution," said Dr.
Frederic A. Weed in Concert
Hall Wednesday.

Dr. Weed, head of the Political
Science and Public Administration
Dept., discussed "The 1964 Civil
Rights Act and the Constitution."
He said that the original basis
be "Dominican Republic - First for the current Civil Rights Act
Hand Observations." KSJS, the
can be traced to the 14th Amendcollege FM radio station (90.7),
ment to the Constitution and the
will broadcast the speech live.
Civil Rights Act of 1875.
"The committee invited Hall to
SJS as a special feature of the
14TH AMENDMENT
lecture series," Bob Youden, ASH
"When Congress ratified the 14th
Lecture Committee chairman, said. Amendment," said Dr. Weed, "It
"The Dominican crisis is a current protected the civil rights of forone and we felt the students should mer slaves. It prohibited state
be able to listen to an expert who abridgment of equal protection of
has been ’on the spot.’"
the laws.
Hall has been NBC’s South
"The Civil Rights Act of 1875,"
American correspondent for three continued Dr. Weed, "was not
years. He joined the network in limited to preventing states from
1953 and has also served in Korea discriminating but forbade disand the Middle East.
crimination by private groups. It
A regular on NBC News’ annual contained a public accommodations
year-end TV special, "Projections," section to prevent this.
"This law was declared unconHall has covered and evaluated
events in every South American stistutional in 1883, but Associate
country.
Justice John Marshall Harlan dissented," said Dr. Weed. "He argued
against the narrow concept of state
action.

public accommodations type.
"Both of these methods of action
were taken," Dr. Weed stated.
What constitutes state action in
the Constitution is approaching
the breadth advocated by Justice
Harlan in his dissent. The legislation taken by Congress to ensure
civil rights protection rests on
Congress’ power to regulate commerce.

from the confines of petty politicking, and get on with the business of choosing a new student
committee that can continue the
worthy campus tradition of the

SEE Blasts
Daily, Solon
At Meeting
By DICK DAVIN

Students for Excellence in
Education (SEE) lashed out
in an hour-long diatribe
against three individuals, an
unrecognized campus organization, the Spartan Daily and
the president pro-tern of the
California State Assembly in
the last general meeting of
this semester Wednesday.
When the attacks by Phil
Whitten, SEE president, Terry
Wheeler, vice president, and Ira
Meltzer, who resigned as public
relations director, had ceased, SEE
appointed four new officers and
passed its constitution.
Whitten called three individuals
"fools," and Hugh Burns, the president pro-tem of the Assembly,
"the gong from Fresno." The
Spartan Daily was called "atrocious
journalism" and the best example
of "yellow journalism" Whitten had
ever seen.
After Whitten, Wheeler told the
more than 70 students present,
that the Spartan Daily is an
"erratic, small-time’ non-responsive
magazine."
Meltzer, in a letter announcing
his resignation, called students
who opposed SEE "dupes of the
Spartan Daily."
Don Newman was appointed
treasurer following the resignations of two previous treasurers.
Channa Wright was appointed secretary, Richard Holly, public relations director, and Joe Andrade,
parliamentarian.

’think’ weekend at Asilomar."
"I accept with regret, the resignations of the three faculty
members of the Spartacamp Committee. Their contributions to
Spartacamp were worthwhile, but
if they felt they couldn’t abide by
council’s decision then their actions
were in the best interest of the
students." Hendricks said.
"I appointed Dan Dahlen as director because I felt he was the
best qualified person.
"At Wednesday’s council session
I personally urged councilmen to
approve my recommendation for
the committee chairmanship, but
since council decided to reject
Dan’s appointment I have no alternative but to reschedule interviews."
The ASB president announced,
"I have directed the ASB personnel officer to set a new date for
these interviews."
Miss Eugina Archer, 1965 Spartacamp director, expressed the
committee’s views, "This past year
Mr. Dahlen’s performance on the
Spartacamp Committee clearly
demonstrated his ability to handle
an executive position, such as
Spartacamp director."
Dahlen was not available for
comment on the faculty resignations.
Twice, before Hendricks’ appointment, interviews were held,
and both times Dahlen’s name
came out as first choice.
PISANO SORRY
Bob Pisano, former ASB president told the Daily, "I am very
sorry that the faculty members of

TWO APPROACHES
"Thus, in the ensuing years
there were two approaches for
those who believed there should
be national protection of civil
rights. One was to enlarge the
meaning of state action, which
Justice Harlan advocated. The
other was to see if there was a
delegated power of Congress which

would authorise Irglelation of the

SUE ANN HEN RYSON
. . . to emcee

First Miss SJS Crowning
Tomorrow in Concert Hall
By CAROLYN CLAUS
Society Editor

The first Miss SJS ever to
be crowned will be selected
tomorrow night in Concert
Hall, following final judging,
which begins at 8 p.m.
Tickets for the pageant may be
purchased at the Student Affairs
Business Office (BD, in front of

’MY FAIR LADY’ TONIGHT

Marathon Rally

A 36-hour marathon rally protesting U.S. military activity in
Viet Nam will begin at noon today
at U.C., Berkeley.
The demonstration will be staged
in the Sproul plaza, site of last
year’s FSM uprisings.
Car caravans sponsored by
TASC (Towards an Active Student
Community) wil leave SJS today
at 10:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.

the Spartacamp Committee chose
to take this action.
"Unfortunately I do not believe
and did not believe at the time Mr.
Dahlen had the capabilities to be
a good Spartacamp director. As a
result, I deferred the appointment
until Mr. Hendricks’ administration."
Pisano concluded his remarks by
saying, "I think it is very unfortunate that the faculty have seen
fit to inject themselves into the
procedures and administration of
the ASB.
"If the faculty is desirous of
taking part in affairs of the ASH,
then perhaps there would be some
inclination for students to take
part in the affairs of the faculty,"
Pisano said.

the Spartan Bookstore, or from
Sigma Nu fraternity, 148 S. 11th
St. Tickets are priced at $1 for
students and faculty and $2 for
the general public.
The winner of tomorrow night’s
pageant will go to Santa Cruz to
participate in the Miss California
Pageant, June 12-20, making SJS
the first college or university in
the state to be represented in the
state-wide competition.
Sue Ann Henryson, Miss California of 1961, will emcee tomorrow night’s competition and will
crown Miss SJS as her name is revealed.
The 10 finalists, who were selected from an original field of 40,
include. Sue Hinshaw, Lynn Nibbe,
Cathryn (Andy) Lombardi, Suzanne (Sue) Walter, Jacklyn
(Jackie) Edenholm, Kerry Rider,
Gloria Glidden, Linda Santee, Pam
Gough and Michael Cetinich,
Sue Hinshaw. 22. is a senior music major and member of Kappa
Alpha Theta. The statuesque brunette stands 5 feet, 9 inches and
hails from Furth, West Germany.
A 5-foot, 6% -inch blue-eyed
blonde. Lynn Nibbe, a member of
Alpha Phi, is an 18-year-old freshman interior decoration major
from Encino.
Andy Lombardi, 21. is a senior social science major from
North Hollywood. The Kappa
Alpha Theta active stands
t blued on Page 4)

Gemini Flight
- Photo by Jon Lewis

WOULDN’T IT BE LOVERLY? The 8-dightful
comedy by Lerner and Loewe, ad...Tied from
George Bernard Shaw’s "Pygmalion," will be
staged tonight by tho SJS Drama and Music
Departments. The joint production will close the
1965 drama season. The flower girl Eliza Doo-

little, played by Susan Pier ner, is seen here engrossed in a day dream of "lots of chocolates"
with four of her market place fellows. "Wouldn’t
It Be Loverly" is one of a score of Lerner and
Lowe’s popular creations in ’’My Fair Lady."

CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)
A
record breaking spaceflight that
will send Gemini astronauts James
McDepitt and Edward White
whirling around earth 62 times
in four days has been scheduled
for June 3, the federal apace
agency announced today.
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’SEE To Have Been
Auxiliary of A.F.T.

.1A(lt S ON
THE RIGHT TO WORK
Lon leasons
’ Thete may be here and there a worker who, tor
unexplainable to us, does not join a union of labor. This is his right,
no matter how morally wrong he may be. It is his legal right and
no one can or dare question his exercise of that legal right." These
are the werds of Samuel Gompers, founder and first president of
the American Federation of Labor.
The "Right to Work Law" provides that individuals do not have
to join a union to work. Section 14-B of the Taft -Hartley Act enables
states to have such laws. Presently, 19 states have these laws.
President Lyndon B. Johnson promised to meet several labor demands before the last election by instituting changes in present
laws and new legislation in this Congress. One change Johnson has
advocated is the abolition of Section 14-B of the Taft -Hartley Act.
PROMISES THEN SUPPORT
Johnson received the support of COPE, the AFL-CIO’s Committee on Political Education, partially because he said he would
meet labor demands.
Labor unions have always denounced "yellow dog contracts’’
which forced workers either to join a union approved by their employer or not join one at all. To free labor from such coercion, these
"yellow dog contracts were made unlawful by national and state
laws.
But today, the shoe is on the other foot. Labor leaders are demanding that a new variety of "yellow dog contracts" be legalized.
This is called the union shop agreement. Under such an agreement,
the employer forces every old and new employee to be a member,
pay dues, and submit to the discipline of one particular union, or
else lose his job.
Unions are the only private organizations In America today which
enjoy the privilege of compulsory membership. Initiation fees for
membership amount, in some unions, to the hundreds of dollars.
If a musically talented college student wants to work in a night club
to make some money on the weekends to finance his education,
he probably would have to join the union at a cost of more than
$100.
DEMOCRACY OF UNIONS
More than $410 million is needed just to pay the salaries of the
union staffs each year. The union member is told his union is democratically run. The former Director of Research and Education for
the CIO, Kermit Eby, a man with high regard in union circles, said
in 1951, "It has been my experience with labor unions that no organizations in America, and no men more than their leaders, stress
their democratic aspirations. And, may I add, because of the nature
of the power structure in which labor’s leaders operate, no men more
consistently live in contradiction to their protestations." The union
may be good or it could be had, The issue is still that no man should
be forced to join an organization to work.
The whole idea of compulsory unionism is against the very foundation of our country. The words of Chief Justice Hughes crystallize
this point, "Collective action would be a mockery if representation
were made futile by interference with freedom of choice."
President Johnson, in his announced support of such compulsive
laws, has shown that he has some contempt for some men’s freedom. Government is set up to protect the life, liberty, and property
of all men, not just the majority.
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Students Question
U.S. Military Action
By CARY KOEGLE
Political unrest and activity
in college communities across the
nation is growing.
Typical of the snowballing
activity are the teach-ins at SJS
and Stanford earlier this week
and today’s planned marathon
rally at Cal.
The question is "Why?"
The demonstrators want to
know why the U.S. is involved
in military action in Viet Nam
and the Dominican Republic,
journalists and
Students,
parents not involved in the protests want to know why the
demonstrators ,are demonstrating.
Many students and faculty fear
increasing military involvement
because of the ever-present danger of nuclear destruction.
Paul O’Farrell, vice president
of the SJS Democratic Club,
sums this feeling tip by stating,
"When you have nuclear weapono you have them to use. When
the ’moment of truth’ comes,
the government will not hesitate
to use its atomic weapons."
Jack Cox, western regional director of the Young Americans
for Freedom, feels the President’s foreign policy should be
supported and not subjected to
hostile demonstrations.
Speaking of the organizers of
today’s U.C. rally, Cox says.
"These isolationists fail to realize
that we are in the 20th century
and that it is 1965 not the good
old days when we could just
sit back."

Supporters of the demonstrations believe that freedom of expression is useless unless it is
exercised. Detractors claim the
teach-ins and rallies are onesided and against our foreign
policy from the beginning.
It is clear that the increased
activity is generated by increased
fear about the deteriorating
world situation. What is not
clear is whether demonstrations
against the present U.S. policy
will alter the pattern of events.

SACRAMENTO (UPI) The
Senate reapportionment suit
moved toward the California
Supreme Court today.
Superior Judge Frank Finnegan Wednesday dismissed the
suit because the said it did not
represent a legitimate contiotroversy.
"We will appeal soon," said
Sen. Virgil O’Sullivan, D-Williams, a Senate leader on legal
matters relating to reapportionment.
He said the appeal would go
to the District Court of Appeal,
the next step before the Supreme Court ruling the Senate
seeks,
O’Sullivan said the adverse
Superior Court decision made
the appeal easier because no
trial was necessary.
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’List’ No Fraud,
Says Non-Publisher

Suit Gets Nearer
Supreme Court

a full 24-hour day

DO IT!
Don’t just .sonsti /ht ’ly!

Editor
I would like to clarify what
has happened to SEE (Students
for Excelence in Education).
Originally SEE was to have been
an auxiliary of the AFT union.
As Dr. Peter King himself
admitted, it was intended only
for people who support the AFT.
Later, SEE membership was
opened to the entire college community. Then it attracted widespread support, even from the
ASB Student Council.
Almost none of the moderates,
the overwhelming majority of
the college community, could afford the time to come to SEE
meetings. But most of the college’s left-wing extremist activists voted at the SEE meeting
May 19. Therefore, a strong majority of the SEE members present voted to accept the new
constitution.
This was a successful attempt
to convert SEE into a political
action group that deliberately
Phil
conservatives.
excludes
Whitten, the president of SEE,
SEE
tried and failed to keep
non-political. I think we never
again will have an effective student organization for excellence
In education, that is not political,
at San Jose State.
Roger Boffin:to
A-10183

pay only two days
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Editor:
In the May 19 issue of the
Daily an article appeared in
which Professor Broyles charged
that the "Tower List" is a
"fraud." Mr. Broyles justifies
his position by giving a lot of
statistics that represent the criteria for an "ideal" poll. If, in
fact, the list is a fraud, then
so is every other poll that has
taken.
I will admit that the List
does have its faults, one of which
is the unwillingness of students
to voice their opinions. Because
of this, the number of professors
actually rated was limited to
those professors only who received 10 or more ratings. As
to the money collected for the
sale of the List, the profit goes
into a scholarship fund, not, as
Mr. 13,m1g,s contends, to line the
pockets of the Tau Belts,
I am not a member of Tau
Delta Phi, but I would like to
congratulate the Tau Deltas
on an excellent job in the face
of unbelievable odds. Even
though the List does have its
faults, I do not believe that it
is a "fraud." I would like to
remind Mr. Broyles, in the words
of Cardinal Newman, "nothing
would be done at all, if man
waited till he could do it so well
that no one could find fault
with it."
Vineries MIgnons
A11648

Bundy Didn’t Come;
Writer Knocks Gov’t
Editor:
I am, to say the least, disappointed after witnessing the
events of the Viet Nam "Teach in" last weekend. Here I refer
to the surprisingly sudden withdrawal of Presidential adviser,
McGeorge Bundy.
Hopefully I could be wrong,
but the recent strategic politicalmilitary interventions besides the
absence of all government offieilas at the "Teach -in" signifies
a stubborness on the part of the
government
to
"go-it-alone"
while determining foreign policy.
Such an autocratic method of
policy determination has all the
earmarks of totalitarianism. Obviously, no such "cram -down-

FINALS START IN 9 SCHOOLDAYS
CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
)1)1’11 S111111 AI

L RANCH
ALMA and ALMADEN
294.2041
"JOHN GOLDFARB. PLEASE
COME HOME"
"DEAR HEART"

Editor:
Al Mason is a name-dropper.
When he quotes such "great
Americans" as Herbert Hoover,
I don’t mind. But when he calls
John Milton a conservative, then
I object.
For several months I have been
amused by Mr. Mason’s funny
little diatribes. As a matter of
fact, some of the conservatives
of my acquaintance also are
amused. But to call Milton a
conservative, really now!
Mr. Mason’s brand. of conservatism is the kind which tires to
chase communism into a dark
closet or sweep it under the bed,
screaming "Red Red." His brand
of conservatism won’t allow communism to be taught in the
schools so that it can be realistically and objectively evaluated,
and then made pallid by the light
of democracy. As soon as Mr.
Mason and other conservatives
realize that communism does
have something to offer (however little) to underdeveloped
nations, he will be able to give
a more constructive and effective antidote.
If Mr. Mason would treat
communism as a serious rival,
instead of an unmentionable
bugaboo, he would be following
the advice of Milton: allowing
the truth and the fr.!:.:, grapple.
Terrence It. O’Connor
A14302
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Editor:
The commemoration of Ow socalled "Palestine Tragedy" seems
to remind the mourners of the
Arab refugees of their negligence
of their brothers.
Instead of spending vast sums
of money fighting fellow Yemen
and on the development of missiles for deadly warfare, why
not divert part of the funds to
alleviation of the refugee problem?
The lot of the Arab refugees,
for which seven Aral) states are
directly responsible, is renewed
and preserved unchanged to be
used as an eternal booster for
Nasserite propaganda.
If many Arabs are truly so
concerned with what had be-

’Please Don’t Call
Milton Conservative’

"ZORBA"
SHOWN AT
7:00 and 9:25
Box opens 6:15
ANTHONY QUINN
ft.AN BATES IRENE WAS

SELL YOUR BOOKS FOR TOP PRICES

111111’X

Writers Demand
Thought to Refugees

fallen their hrothers, why have
the past 17 years failed to provide these brethren a temporary
shelter in their economies?
I trust that there are many
thinking Arabs who regard the
refugee problem with mixed feelings. However, he who dares express willingness to open the
closed eyes of the public is being
denounced as a madman and
traitor who should be executed
(reference: "Time." May 7, 1965,
"Middle East).
A much more sincere approach
to the refugee problem can be
displayed through a bit of constructive thinking in place of
shedding crocodile tears and bitter hatred.
Jean %Mier
B 21315
Mary Ellen Rubin
A 7036
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A REMINDER:

134 E. Sao Fi niando

their-throats" policy should be
tolerated in a valid, functioning
democracy or republican form of
government.
Now since Mr. Johnson is presently the fountainhead of our
government, we naturally should
expect that he be enthusiastically interested in developing
democracy. Thus we should expect communication between
himself, his administration, and
the public at least the informed
members of this community. But
we have not seen an attempt
to ascertain our opinions nor to
present to us his opinions in a
natural, non -charismatic atmosphere. Consequently the path
toward mutual understanding
and trust has been ruptured a
little more. The President continues to further and further
alienate us!
I am assuming, which I believe is naive that Mr. Bundy’s
trip to Santo Domingo was imperative. Yet the President did
not move an inch to find a substitute which Mr. Johnson could
easily have filled himself had he
not decided to vacation at Camp
David, Maryland. All of this
leads me to conclude that either
the President and his administration have a very primitive
idea of what a democracy means
and thus demands, are unaware
of the results of news denial, or
are intentionally subverting our
democracy?
Cornelius G. Cronin
A 5158
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With More Than a ’Bit o’ Luck’ ’My Fair Lady’ Opens Ton
By CAROL (’ARE
With more than "a little bit o’
luck," rousing tunes, a frolicking cast and lively dancers, the
Broadway record - holder, "My
Fair Lady," will open tonight
at 8:15 in the College Theater.
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’I COULD HAVE DANCED ALL NIGHT’ sing the chorus
members, (I -r) Terry Rattray, Robert Hernandez, Susan Pierner,
and Weldon Durham, at the Embassy Ball in "My Fair Lady."
Dr. Harold C. Crain, professor of drama and Dr. Edwin Dunning,
professor of music, will direct the seven sell-out performances.

Senior Recital
Will Feature
Kris Erlendson

Bakmas
Flower
Shop
Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occasions
CY 2-0462

Kristine Erlendson, se n ior
music major, will perform in recital Sunday at 8:15 p.m. in the
Trinity Episcopal Church, 81
N. Second St., San Jose.
Selections on the program will
include Buxtehude’s "Ciaccona in
E minor;" Hanff’s "A Mighty
Fortress;" Passacaglia and Fugue in C Minor" by Each; "Piece
Heroique" by Franck and Monnikendam’s "Concerto for organ
and brass."
Accompanying Miss Erlendson
in the last selection will be
William Reach and Joseph Ostenson, trumpet and Jon Christian and Harold Sundquist, trombone.
Miss Erlendson is currently
studying organ with Richard
Jesson, professor of music.
A member of Mu Phi Epsilon,
music sorority, she took the organization’s outstanding senior
award for music this year.
Miss Erlendson is the daughter
of William Erlendson, SJS professor of music.

10th & Santa Clara

0’ Moving?
Local or Long Distance. Professional handling of your
11,licate china, glassware and
furniture. Sanitized vans and
p ads.
Call

Red Line Carriers
298.1088

for free estimate
Agent United Van Lines
MOVING WITH CARE
EVERYWHERE

The last
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Israeli Ministers
Resign Yesterday

Everybody, everybody,
Come on in.
The first one misses
Gonna take my end.

JERUSALEM, Israel UPII
Two ministers resigned yesterday from the Israeli Cabinet
and rallied to the support of
ex-premier David Ben Gurion
in his power struggle against
Premier Levi Eshkol.
The 78 year old Ben Gurion,
who "retired" two years ago,
has called Eshkol "unfit" to be
premier and said he "was
available" to resume his leadership of the ruling Mapai party
and the timernment.

We have run these Jump
Rope Rhymes to show you
the extensiveness of our
teachers aids section. Why
don’t you come in and
check it out yourself?
we will be open until
9 p.m. tonight.

The seven-show run of the
final production of the 1964-65
SJS season is a sellout except for
a few tickets available for the
2 p.m. matinees scheduled for
tomorrow and Saturday. May 29.
Susan Pierner plays the everpopular Eliza Doolittle who
changes accents and attitudes as
she attends the Ascot opening
day, spellbinds the Embassy Ball,
and meets a suitor "on the street
where she lives."
Male lead roles will feature
John Beauchamp as the optimistic and understanding Prof.
Henry Higgins, John Mockett as
his sidekick instigator, Colonel
Pickering; and John Worthington as Eliza’s ebullient father,
Alfred P. Doolittle.
Dr. Harold Crain, professor
of drama, and Dr. Edwin Dunning, professor of music, will
direct the Drama and Music
Departments’ version of t he
Lerner and Lowe musical version of "Pygmalion."
The directors compliment their
colleagues, choreographer Carol
Haws; set designer J. Wendell
Johnson; lighting specialist Kenneth Dorst, and costume coordinator Berneice Prisk for a show
"which has its own integrity,
its own vitality, its own personality."
Although George Bernard Shaw
intended the play to be deliberately didactic about speech and
its influence on social position,
Eliza is remembered more for
her struggle to improve her position and her search for sincerity.
"The Lerner and Loewe version preserved the Shavian intellect, wit, and graceful expression
while the music adds warmth
and high spirits," Dr. Crain said.

BOOK
STORE

MINS BOIIIIII SIIII il,., II,’,11111:111
drama major, has been named
winner of the Spring 1965 Dr.
Dorothy Kaucher Award.
Miss Shirley, competing against
five other candidates, won the
award on the basis of her presentation of a selection from
Austin’s "History of England."
IJane
She has appeared in past productions by the Drama Department and will be dancing in
"My Fair Lady" opening tonight.
The Kaucher Award was originated in 1950 through an anonymous donation. It has been replenished by Rembir’s Theater
’ product b ais

BONNIE SHIRLEY
. . . Kaucher winner

Student Bowling
Afternoons 3 games $1.00
Evenings ,10c per game
16 Clean Lanes

, Jon Lewis
JUST YOU WAIT, HENRY HIGGINS warns Eliza Doolittle as
the transforming flower girl in ’’My Fair Lady." Susan Pierner
practices the lead role with John Beauchamp, who plays professor
Higgins in the Drama and Music Departments’ production that
opens tonight at 8:15.

Drama Dept. Awarded
Shubert Foundation Grant
The Drama Department is
the recipient of a $2.500 Shubert
Fellowship in Playwriting for
the 1965-66 academic year.
The award, from the Sam S.
Shubert Foundation, will be
given to a graduate student interested in writing a full-length
play. The choice of the fellowship
winner is left entirely to the
department.
The sole interest of the Sam
S. Shubert Foundation is to aid
young men and women in the
early difficult days of what it
hopes will be their profession,
their craft, their art form.

The awards are made annually
to about 20 colleges and universities in the U.S. This is the
first time SJS has won the
award.
Applicants for the fellowship
have until June 30 to summit
their applications. They must
be graduate students presently
enrolled at SJS or be graduate
students at the college next year.
Information concerning the requirements for application may
be obtained from the SJS Drama
Department, Dr. Hal J. Todd,
chairman.

Wesley
Foundation

"Assist at Mass"
ST. JOSEPH’S CATHOLIC CHURCH
222 4124
55 W. San Fernando

Billiards Parlor
Pool-Snooker $1 per hour

Downtown Bowl
375

W.

Santa Clara St.

294-7800

WORSHIP WITH

UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
PresbyterianCongregal,ona.D,c,ples

Sunday I 1:00 a.m.
"THE NEW MORALITY"
(Sex and the s’,c1 e Chnstian,
Part II)
Speaker: Don Emmel

The
Chapel of Reconcilation

300 So. iOrh (across from men s dorms)
Students of all races are welcomed
9.30 a.m. Coffee Discussion at CIi’s.ian Center
Pastors: Don Emrnel, Mark Flut/n,./ga

The next Roger William
ALC

LCA

Nothatli0 Student
CoMed

Lutheran Worship

441 South 10th
Street

Sunday 9:30 A.M.

Sunday Masses: 6-7-8-9-10-11:15-12:15
Evening Mass: 7:30 p.m.

The

Confessions, Sat., 2:30 to 5:30, 7:30 to 9:00

Chapel of Reconciliation

Attend the Church of Your Choice
today.

Sunday, May 23, because
of other activities, there
will be no program tonight.
Program resumed next
week.
Worship Sunday
First
St. Paul’s

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

Santa Clara & 5th
930 & /1,00 a.m.

10th at San Salvador
930 & 1.00 an

THE ALAMEDA AT SHASTA

Evangel
Book Store

Worship 8:30, 11:00 & 7:00 p.m.

Your Store

Study Hour 9:40 a.m.

for

COLLEGE LIFE SERIES: 6:00 p.m.-125 DANA

INTERYARSITY SUPPLIES
RELIGIOUS RECORDS

BUFFET 5:00 P.M.
Transportation 7th & San Carlos 9.20 a.m. & 4:40 p.m.

BIBLES
PRAYER

BOOKS

RELIGIOUS GIFTS

Fellowship Meeting
Sunday, May 30

Daily Masses: 6:30-7:15-8:00-12:05

THE AWFUL-AWFUL

330 So. 10th St.

Freshman Drama Major Shirley
Named Kaucher Award Winner

Cariapw ledigioto

Friday Night!
Bring your turtle and
enter the fun

SPARTAN DAILY-11

1965

11.

The 1st Annual

"Awful
Turtle Crawls"

may 21.

Christ, as the revelation of the
nature of the eternal God,
give meaning to the life that
fakes him as a Savior. We are
crested in the image of God
and are put on earth to witness
to the love of God by serving
our neighour fellow men
bors, the least of human society, and our enemies. "A new
commandment 1 give unto you,
that you love one another as I
have loved you." Such a commitment wit bring the one who
takes Christ seriously into colli.
sion with a’l those who believe
in racial eke ;mination, exploitation, and war.

300 So. l0th
Program Meeting
7:00 P.M. Tuesday

Roy C. Hoch.

Campus

Pastoi

NEWN1AIN LET EH
Catholic Studont Conte,
79 So. 55.11 St.

295.1771

Daily Mass . . . 11:45 A.M.
Catholic Women’s Center
Meetings ... Wednesday Evenings ... 8 P.M.
Chaplain: Father Largente
NCWIllall Club President: Bill Neary

96 S. 2nd St.
First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center

CIRCLE K PRESENTS:

Lutheran Church Missouri Synod
374 So. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:

SURF FILM

8:15. 9:30 and 11:00

oc:

"A COOL WAVE OF COLOR"
k***** ************* *** * V**********************

SATURDAY,

PERSONALLY

MAY 22

NARRATED BY:
GREG MACGILLIVRAY

*

7 and 9 P.M.

SCIENCE BUILDING ROOM 112
Admission $1.50

Proceeds for S.J.S. Scholarships

DOOR PRIZES!

$15 GIFT CERTIFICATES

Colloge discussion group: 9.45
A. J. BROMMER, Pastor - 292-5404
R. Fiedler, Director of Music; B. Danms, Vicar - 294-7033

2 blocks from soh

SUNDAY
SPARTAN TRI-C
9:45
a.m. Seminar
Barry Keiser
"A Study in Revelations"
5:45 p.m. Tri-C Club
"Christian History"

College Dept. - First Baptist Church
3rd & San Antonio

292-2353

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
/"i

Worship at
Your
Church
(hiring
Spring
Semester

the downtown church
catering to the college community
8:30 & 11.00 a.m. Morning Worship
9:45 a.m. College "Seminar
5:45 p.m. Tri-C Club
i48 So. Sosond St., San Jos.
Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

church

.girit Covenant
ca. a Riverside
Services

Cotenant Collegians meet at n45 a.m.
Teacher, Jim May, Campus Crusade Director
College Youth Fellowship 8:30 p
Services: 11:00 em.; 7:00 p.m.
Dr. Arvid Carlson, Pastor

4NP

tiltT

N

D sll.Y

Friday. May 21, 1965

The Match Box
PINNINNs

Pat Harlan, Delta Gamma, senior social science major from Menlo
Park, to Larry Solari, Phi Kacpa Alpha, graduate student in busiaess
from Stockton.
ENtiAriFKIENT8
Ii Ralph
Kasen Baker, junior sociology major hem Les
Fonlger, jailer Spanish major at Chaminiale C.:liege in Honolulu,
from Honolete, Hawaii. They have not set a needing date yet.
Andrea Varga, Delta Zeta, senior internatitsnal relations major
(rem Orarge to Larry Krupku, assistant city planma. of Palo Alto,
from Eureka. They will be married June 19.
Sandra Lynn Charlton, freshman social science elernantary education major from San Berna,
to Fred Ray Young, senior aeronautical engireerIng major at the Unisersity 01 Sartu Cara, pies era ly
employed by an as iation-electronies company in San Joue, u urn
Victursille. ’Int) ha e not I
on a specific date yet.
Roberta Allen, Delta Zeta, senior speqch and (llama major from
Palo Alto, to Charles Hauck, an accountant with the Lick Grot p in
Palo Altc, frem Palo Alto. They de not have any stetting date in
mind yet

Alpha Phi Omega
Chooses Officers

Acacians Mee Entertain in L.A.

Several SJS free Greeks of
Acacia recently attended the
Western States’ Regional Conference at the University of
Angeles
California
at
Los
Acacia Chapter.
At that time, the local Acacians
were officially welcomed into
brotherhood by the Arizona.
California, Oregon and Washington chapters.
The conference was held as MI
tipINVIElnitY for the representatives to discuss and plan methods
of strengthening the association.
Aside from participating in the
scheduled events, the SJS men
organized an underprivileged
children’s party. The deprived
youngsters were treated to hot
dogs, cake and candy by the
brot hers.
The SJS fraternity was organized "to pniviile the opportunity
for an individual to express himself," according to Bill Sanders,
press manager for Acacia.
Since its founding in Fall,
1962. the Acacians have conducted an male() academic and
social (’alcft I IF

Sophomore Bob Rosengard was
voted president of Alpha Phi
Omega, national service fraternity, for the fall semester in
the APhiO’s elections Wednesday night.
David Turner, first vice president I service); Herm Radloff,
second vice president (pledge
master); and Tony Holland,
third vice president (public relations), will assist in the leadership of the Gamma Beta chapter.
Rounding out the executive
board are Dan Minkel. recording
secretary: Mike Graham, corresponding secretary; Cruig Bell,
treasurer; Bob Asquith, historian; and Dale McAnally, sergeant -at -arms.
Local Acacians
THANKS
Bob Madson (1.) adviser, and
Bill Sanders (r.), press manager,
need only to look into the ryes
of these Los Ange’es youngsiers
to see that the underprivileged
children’s party the brothers
gave was apreciaied.

LONT& BEHOL

Ten Coeds in Competition
For Coronation Tomorrow

(FOR MEMBERS ONLY --- JOIN TODAY)

the Miss SJS runners-up.
The 10 coeds will be presented
in evening gowns and swim suits,
and will be judged on beauty,
poise, personality, carriage and
talent,
Judges for the competition
include Miss Virginia Ellis, activities adviser and assistant dean
of women; Miss Lorna Peterson,
fashion cooridnator for I. Magnin
and Company; Roger Rodzen,
College Union director; Sam McNelly, chairman of judges for the
Miss California pageant; and
William Smeed, an attorney who
has served on the Miss San Jose
advisory board for eight years.
Immediately following the
pageant, a reception will be held
for Miss SJS and her court at
the Sainte Claire Hotel, Market
and San Carlos Streets, and
admission will be on a ticket
stub basis.

(Continued from Page I )
5 feet 4 inches and has brown
hair and blue eyes.
A senior nursing major, 21 year-old Sue Walter stands 5
feet 7 inches and mines from
Edwards Air Force Base.
Jackie Edenholm, 19, a 5-foot
4 inch blue-eyed blonde. is a
member of Alpha Phi. She is a
sophomore secretarial administration major from Atherton.
Kerry Rider, 19. a freshman
fine arts major, hails from San
Carlos and stands 5 feet 8 inches.
Her light brown hair is accentuated by grey eyes.
Gloria Glidden, 20, is a commercial arts major. The 5-foot
6-inch blue-eyed blonde is a
sophomore and membee of
Kappa Kappa Gamma, She is
from Los Altos.
GREEN-EYED BLONDE
Linda Santee, 20, is a green, eyed blonde from Palo Alto.
The Kappa Kappa Gamma is a
sophomore fine arts major and
stands 5 feet I() inches.
A sophomore business management major, Pamela Gough, 19.
has light brown hair end green
eyes and is 5 feet N idles. Her
hometown is Vallejo.
Micheal CO inich. IN, is a 5
fie)) 7 inch English major. The
blue-eyed blonde is a freshman
from San Mateo. She is a Gamma
Phi 13eta.
EVENING GOWNS
The coed selected Miss SJS
will receive a $5(X) scholarship
and a chance to win $10,000 in
scholarships at the Mks California Pageant and possibly $40.000 in scholarships in the
America Pageant. An additi,oal
$1,000 will be

meG Pay, (i)/x"/m’HI

Great news from GEM

CARDIGAN SWEATERS
hand made in Italy!
LUSH WOOL WITH MOHAIR AND NYLON
WONDERFULLY WEARABLE ALL YEAR
SIZES: SMALL, MEDIUM AND LARGE
Deft details you’d expect to find
only in much more expensive sweaters!
Touches like buttons dyed.to.match. hand.
adorned embroidery, boldly generous stitches.
With summer breezes and air conditioning,
you’ll wear these soft, luxurious cardigans
wherever you go. Shown here are just
three from our handsome collection!
A. Bovii-embroidered slip-on in tweedy.
multicolors. B. Frothy bubble-stitched shrug
of Pink. Blue or Maize. C. Dramatic While
beauty. cable stitched for impact.
Hurry for yours!

Compare at 6.91

391
EACH

Far the
discriminat in g
smoker

a

simple yet complete pipe

rack. Come on in and look
at the seve To

I

different

-ivies we have.

Senator Advocates
Using Nuclear Bomb
ATLANTA 111111
Sen. Ricl)
duEl D.
I D-G I,
man of the Senate Armcd
Ira’s Committee, declared
day he favored using 1).,
weapons of any size
against Communist Chin,i
avoid an outright 11.S. defeat
Viet Nam.

Humidor
Smoke Shop
339 S.

10th Street

CY 7 4653

BUY
CORTINA

Over 500,000 Others Did in 1964

HERE’S PROOF POSITIVE

Says C,rnpohi
cleirlt,

GEM he, everyday Mvr prices on every single
thing. Positive proof GEM Members save hun
dreds of dollars each year And GEM Gorr
bemcm SIMPPers stay WI the lob round inn
Oock to mate absolutely sure GEM Members
continue to save in every one of out 50 de
nartments The prices in mos ad are
’,sons fin hurrying to Son’

REGISTRATION APPLICATION

Name

298-4747

j1,,,t
11

If every per.,m who
pest four yas ,a,i
Anglia 1200 sedan,
English Fords.
GEM SPECIAL STUDENT

SIORE HOURS MONDAY THRU FRIOAY
NOON TO 9 P.M.. SATURDAY 10 A.M. TO
6 P.M., SUNDAY NOON TO 6 P M.

.r.ri A.

ct

70

Wiiek for April: "II took Jimmy
lo lap the 4111 place no,

m. .Jtos

the 3 hour

SOdon

EPC.0

So buy Cortina 1500 - Cortina G
at TSebrinq
& Cot iir.d Station Wagon

more good

GEM SAN JOSE

in

as Inn
Florida

With GEM’S new college membership offer. anksume
enrolled in a college or university may obtain a
GFM card for only SU! (GEM Membership is usually
$3 ;elitist fee plus SI annual renewal.) GEM hots
lower prices every single day in more than 50 de’
partments. And these savings are on top quality,
name brand merchandise. Whether your, looking
for clothing and accessories, food and bavebages,
spertiog good, automotive accessories or gisoline
you will save on everything when you own
GEM card. Your GEM card will introduce you to
prices that start low . . . and stay low! So fill out
the application below and ’,ling it in (plus your
student body card) end start shopping and saving

at GEM today!

Address

1

h.,c purchased an imported car in the
tal,-n a 5 mile ride in a Cortina or
this country would be overrun with

PRICES START AT $1679 EQUIPPED,
$39.33 PER MO. WITH AVERAGE TRADE
Trade your present car even if you owe more
than its trade value

School Phone

"With Credit OK, You May Drive
Away Today"

City

Harvey Calame

Home Phone

Collage

or University

Student

I.D.

in the automobile business
over 30 years in Santa Clara County

for

CALAME’S TRADE CENTER

Signature

Approved

Spouse’s Signature

Spouse’s School/Employ

Next to Woolworth’s Garden Center
4855 Stevens Creek Boulevard
241-2095
Open eves. ’til 10 p.m., all day Sat., Sun 11 to 5

SPARTAN ID %1111.YI
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Unruh Asks Investigation
Of Problems in Colleges
Hugh Burns and Jesse Unruh
called for a full legislative investigation of the problems facing the
California State Colleges and the
University at a joint press conference Wednesday.
Unruh ( D-Inglewood I, speaker
of the assembly, said, "We’ve had
so much contradictory testimony
which tends to indicate the legislature can’t avoid being drawn into this controversy and the method
our state colleges are being operated."
Unruh contended that .1 iciin

GRADUATION
CARDS

iet it ion
s actiit dean
tenon,
hiagnin
tcxizen,
an Mcfor the
; and
D.)/ who
.n Jose
years.
:he
held
.urt at
vIar cet
c and
ticket

committee inquiry into the entire
Idirection higher education instiIto t ions are taking would he
healthy.
Burns i D-Fresnoi, speaker protem of the senate, said this would
be a "broad study."
The President of. the senate said
it %%odd "not attempt to pinpoint
any short comings in any manne..
toward individuals."
The two men agreed that any
study should be made by legi In
tors because any changes walk;
lat legislative.
Unruh said a study v....di lake
about a year.

Noted Educator
To Talk Tonight

Cards for
All Occasions

PAUL’S
Greeting Card
Shop
34 Fountain St.

,sen .0(1
ii suits,
xtaUty,
;e and

Research Study of Bird Feeding
Conducted by SJS Instructor

Dwight Allen of the Edtwation
tepartment at Stanford Univel’it y will speak to the Bahai (’hit)
tonight at 8 on ’The Rnsie Princioles of Human Understanding" al
II E. San Fernando St., Apt. VI.
.1( lien is noted in the Bay area
tiroughout the United States
his work in programing high
chool schedules. As a result of
:itid.es made, he has been advociding an eight hour class day with
biimetviiiik, Supervisied St iiiI

OPENS TONIGHT
Photo by Mike

MY FAIR LADY

ITS

by Lerner and Loewe

Curtain 8:15 p.m.

MATINEE TOMORROW AT 2:00 P.M.
Runs Next Week Wed. thru Sat.
Second Matinee Saturday, May 29
Box Office Phone 294-6414
Student Tickets 75c

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
features
BREAKFAST SPE( :I ’S I,
Steak & Evs . . SI.55

Tor our large rariety of
qualit t infYit.s tif
1,1\ ON ON ER
7thtti,I Simla clara

f

CRAMMING TIME, AGAIN

LAST MINUTE studying before finals, finds Miss Pat McCulloch,
sophomore journalism major from Saratoga, absorbed in one of
her text books. At the same time she is trying to get some of
the wonderful spring sun that hovers above the SJS campus.
This Delia Zeta coed and all SJS students have only 13 days
to cram before finals start.

A Production of the Drama and Music Depts.
College Theatre

lyansky

SJS

U.S. Planes Hit
Red Navy Base
SAIGON (UPI) : Seventy U.S.
Navy planes yesterday attacked a
naval base deep in Communist
North Viet Nam, inflicting "heavy
damage," a Navy sopkesman announced.
The attack followed a 25 plane
leaflet raid that reached to within
55 miles of Hanoi the closest U.S.
planes have flown to the North
Vietnamese capital.
In South Viet Nam, one U.S.
Marine was killed and two wounded in a Communist mortar attack
near the Da Nang Air Base. The
Marines fired back and inflicted
losses on the Viet Cong.
The Navy planes 50 carrierbased fighter bombers, with 20
other Navy aircraft flying protettive cover hit support facilities
Si the Plume Loi base, 163 miles
south of Hanoi.

By MIRY HENRY
The individual w ii literally
"eats like a bird" is likely to be
on exhibit in a sideshow as the
world’s fattest man for, contrary
to popular opinion, birds can be
mighty big eaters.
Ray Marsh. SJS biology instructor who recently conducted it research study in the college avian
biology laboratory on the feeding
habits of the Gold -Crowned sparrow, said the bird normally conSUMCA as much as one fourth of
his body weight in food per day.
Just before the migration period
in the spring. a Golden -Crowned
sparrow may eat one half of his
weight in bird seed per day.
"Even the most avid human food
lover could consume only about
five per cent of his body weight
in food per day which would he
a pretty slim diet for a sparrow"
Marsh remarked.
The researcher said as the days
get longer in the spring, sparrows
under observa lion suddenly twit it in two weeksi increase their body
weight by about 33 per cent in
preperatatn for t
long flight
to breeding grounds in the far
north.
"The bird stores up energy in
the form of hotly fat and lows
most of it in migratory flights.
We also know the sparrow increases in body weight for the
trip hack to California in the fall,"
Marsh said.
"The length of day is the triggering device whit.., activates a
significant increase ie food intake
on the part of the sparrow,"
Marsh explained,
The biologist said he recently
experiment with birds in a cage
where feedin.; habits could be ob-

served and the amount oh light
the subjects received per day coold
be artificially controlled. lie found
that birds on a 16-bout’ photoperiod
doubled their food consumption
and gained weight while a control
group on an eight -hour light day
maintainect a normal rate of food
intake.
This indicates a certain photo period (length of daylight I triggers a physiological response causing the sparrow to go into the

over-eating pattern," he explained.
The biologist said other studies
on the subject indicate a certain
photoperiod may affect the hypothalamus I mid -brain t and cause
the organ to secrete substances
which stir the bird to greater eating activity.
"A better understanding of this
mechanism might possibly have application in the control of human
obesity which is known to have a
limiting effect on the life-span,"

United Radio & TN. Supply Co.
wHoLEsALE hsTulitt It
ELECTRONIC Mins
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Open Evenings
Till 9 P.M.

1425 W. San Carlos Street
Cypress 8-1212

"King of the Road"

ROGER MILLER
Added Attraction

Herb Alpert’s Tijuana Brass
Thursday May 27, 8:30 p.m.
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Tickefs $2.50, $3.50, $4.50
On Sale: San Jose Box Office
40 W. San Carlos Si
CV 5-0888
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EXTRAFAST SERVICE
EXTRACOURTEOUS SERVICE
EXTRACASH (DURING FINALS)
WHEN YOU SELL YOUR BOOKS TO

’keton Q,000.1

330 So. 10th St. (across from the mar’s dorms)

C.iuen until 9 P.M. during finals

Cerrudo Top Gunner
On SJS Golf Team

Friday May ..11
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SJS Golf Team Ready for NCAA;
Team Member Selection Soon
By ht.’.

St

,

Fur moat San Jo,
dents, summer vacation means going home to recoser from the
stress and strain of the past school
year. Others will stay on for summer schtail or remain on the area
to work.
However. or five members of
the San Jose golf team, the start
of summer vacation will mean a
week in Knoxville, Tenn., to participate in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association INCA/to National Golf Championships.

Near the end of May, the NCAA
will select six teams from the 8th
district which includes teams from
Washington, Oregon. Idaho and
!California. An NCAA selection
I committee of three will make the
choice of the representatives from
the west based on the showing
throughout the season.
According to Head Golf Coach
Jerry Vroom, the top nominees
from the west are: Los Angeles
State. San Diego State, San Jose
Slat e, Stanford, University of
Southern California and WashingIn -

When we say members of the
team will be in Knoxville. we say
It in view of the fart the Spartans stand an excellent ehanre
to be selected to participate in
the toast-moment.

o

!f you think NCAA, selection
Mt.- is going to have a

tough time selecting teams, they
must also select four individual
Mayen,. These players are from
-

........................... .

LESSONS

tal
A

Blues - Folk. Bluegrass
by
Jorma Kaukonen & Peter Grant
Rental - Purchase Plan

BENNER MUSIC
CT 7-7417

1884 W. San Carlos

,

Vroom must make a similar
selection to see who will represent
the Spartans, who by the way.
finished fourth in the nation last
year.
"I would like to be as objective
as possible." Vroom said, "hut I
am afraid there will be some subjectiveness involved too. I know
of three or four players I will take
for sure and I’ll probably have to
have a playoff to decide the other
team members.
This year. the NCAA Tourney
will be not-dal play instead tof
match play as it has been for
many years. "The coach ree
mended the ehange because it
will permit more golfers to participate and medal play also
gives a better indication tot a
golfers overall ability.

Pho’, by Steve Sar r

Ron Cerrudo, top man on the
CERRUDO LOOKS IT OVER
SJS golf team looks over a shot during a recent match. Cerrudo
won 12 tournaments last year as well as scoring his first

in 1961 for Ohio State, was unable!
In match play, one point is I,, repeat.
As far as team performance
,cored for each hole won. In medal
play, the score is kept by the total is conrerned. Houston is a st roota:.
fat orite to repeat. Illonstion
number of strokes.
lio
If past results are any Indica- non the I. am championship
tion, the odds are against a repeat
win by last years winner and
defending champion Terry Small
The last golfer to win two straight
s ears was Dick Crawford of Hus
In who turned the trick in 1958-.9. Es en Jack Nicklaus. who won

Let Me Reduce
y. our Ist.11.-n.ce
Pafes ! !
fcr

tilb @IMC)11000
Thri

23

year old

"Off our showing at Pasat lemon :
,SJS won the Western Intercolle- I
*jute team championship here April
lit I feel we have a good chance
Ii equal or better last years fourth
place national finish.
San Jose defeated the second
!dace team. Brigham Young Unis ersity. in the Western Intercollegiate tourney by 26 strokes.

years
and over ...
$81.50 ft months)
or

Rote

1

thP past several years. Other
top candidates for the team title
are Oklahoma State, %tidal finished second last year; Notre
Dame, which tied with the Spartans for fourth, and Miami.

From all appearances, it
be a sunny start to siimmei
lion for the SJS gulf team.

f:97.10 (6 months)

(etiLL
a.

*sTOCKTON
Cerrudo plays lip
to his full potential he is probably
the best collegiate golfer in the
nation," noted several of San Jose
State’s golfers.
Cerrudo, a junior, has usually
been the number one Spartan link stet’ since lie came to SJS. This
year, when San Jose won the Far
West Intercollegiate Golf Championship, Cerrudo placed sixth in
a highly radial field of college golfers.
"1961 hasn’t been my year so
far, mainly because I hat en’t
been able 10 devote enough thne
to golf," remarked the 20-year
old business administration major. "Last year was my hest

teams not selected to represent
the west.

Golf Coach
Calls Team
’Very Tough’

22

IA1 TOM’

Is
Coming

Your LOCAL agent ED
LION-wall-Deglad to discuss
his Farmers Insurance group
rates with you.
I’
5191 CAMDEN AVE.
Phone 269-5191

This year’s varsity golf team
- as strong as any golf team SJS
has had during the past decade,
according to golf coach Jerry
Vroom.
"Most of the interest in golf
at SJS," said Vroom, "emanated
from the 1948 national champion
team. Since that time we have
had a steady stream of good
players."
Since 1948, individuals who
110N 11 starred in 5.15 golf include
Ken Venturi and John Lots.
"We don’t hat e a great re(Tinting program in golf’," said
Vr .....
"hut once a school est Mastic.. a name for itself in a
particular
sport,
..tood
high
1.11001 athletes will find it inviting hi attend the college.
"Players such as Harry Taylor
anal Don Keifer who are good
s,alfers were just fair while in high
-taboo!. It is primarily the result
tit" playing continually with outstanding teammates at SJS that
they improved enormously.
"Taylor, unheralded in high
-*luta is now capable of defeating
I:an Cerruti() anti Terry Small,
teat high school stars, on a given

MAY 25

24 HR. SERVICE

New Open...

AMBER RECORDS
ha -’e
R ECOR DING

STUDIOS

Also best selection of records and
AMPEX stereo equipment in San Jose.
295-6837
236 So. 1st St.

H. I. S.

pvess free
slacks
stay on the
!;tgaight and
narrow!
These are the slim, slim slacks that know
the way to really good looks ... Press -free
pants by his. They’re an in -the -know blend
of Dacron
polyester and cotton that
never, never needs pressing, remembers
where the crease should be and keeps it
there! Ivy styled the way you like them in
clay or pewter . . . or Continental style in
clay or black. Sizes 28 to 38.

3AN

JE

FOVEIGH CAR SETIII10E
Expert repoking for
All Makes and 4,1-60
Models

crN r,\

STUDENTS: 10’. OFF WITH A.S.B. CARD!

All Foreign and Sport Cars

180 S. Market St.
Across From Pork
286-1100

7,,D
CEOS
elk

-

_______
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TICO S
MACY*S VALLEY FAIR
2801 Stevens Creek Road. San Jose

248-3333

Open Monday through Friday 9.30 fo 9.30
Saturday 9:30 to 5:30

’TACOS

24-HOUR
SERVICE
MACY’S
)TIGER SHOP
..f.;1

"One of the reasons for the
of tour team is not only 1
110 they have great pride and
desire, but we have had sufficient tournament experience.
-We don’t collapse when the,
. aing is rough. Some teams might I
have good days, but it is the
tturnament play that counts. Our
it am plays well in the most cru-1
moments.
"Golf is an individual sport, but
team harmony is very important.,
The players have respect for each
tiler’s ability and there is for* mately no jealousy or animosity.
-We are one of the three teams
at are among the favorites in
I,’ NCAA in Knoxville, Tennes,T, June 21-25, The other two
teams, Houston and Oklahoma
State, have teen the top teams I
In the nation the past few years. I
"There is a good possibility a
72 hole playoff will be necessary
to determine whom we take to
the NCAA."

Run, who is called "Cheeks" by
his two golf mommates, Ross Randall and Harry Taylor, and track.
men Ken Shackelford, started
playing golf when he WaS 11 years
old.
"My dad first got me interested
and then I soon became very motivated myself," commented Cerrudo. He started talking lessons
and throughout his golf career
has been uder the watchful eyes
of such pros as Jimmy Demerat,
Jackie Burke, and Bill Corbett.
At the age of fifteen, Ron had
his first "Mg year." lie won four
tournaments in a row, initialing
the Hayward Junior T011rIlatwill. In that tourney, he coded
up in a tie with roommate Taylor and then won an 18-hole
pito tad with a fantastic 28 on
the last nine holes.
"When I was sixteen I won the
Hayward and Oakland Men’s City
Golf Tournaments," stated Cerrudo, who lives in Castro Valley.
"In the tournament at Hayward,
I upset John Lutz, who was one
of San Jose State’s great golfers."
In 1961 and 1962, Ron won the
state junior tournament. During
the latter year, he was runner-up
in the state amateur.
Cerrudo golfs every day :11111 is
"just non. jelling and vowingaround." lie considers his driver
the best part
his game and lois
putting "just depends MI
11e
day."

or

For the future, Ron hopes to
play golf as much as possible and
is shooting for the NCAA finals
at Knoxville, Tennessee on June 14.

Boosters Club
Fosters Athletics
The Spartan Foundation, an SJS
athletics-booster organization, is
presently in the midst of its annual
fund-raising drive.
The Foundation is seeking the
support of all persons interested
in fostering the growth of Spartan
athleties, including students who
are interested in helping the organization develop, and in aiding
its cause.
SJS organization is composed of area business, civic and
community leaders and is dedicated to aiding the SJS Athletic
Department.
Further information concerning
Spartan Foundation may be obtained from John Simmons, SJS
athletic publicity director.

The

GRADUATION

CARDS

Slieee,04

Tune-ups Brakes
General Repairs
Engines Garbs
Transmissions

ED

In 1964 Cerrudo won 12 tournaments, which included just about
every golf tourney in the Bay
Area. He also got his only holein -one when he sank an ace on
a 160-yard par-3 hole in Fresno.
*I was quite elated," said Cerrodo.
As a sophomore, Ron set two
curse records. He shot a 60 at
the Clairemont Country Club in
uakland and is record -holder of
the upper and lower courses at
Castlewood Country Club in Pleasant, in,
As at 19-year old last year Ron
was medal fats in the TransMississippi Golf Tournament and
lost in the quarter-finals of the
match play.
Cerroodo received a ’scholarship

to attend SJS because of Ids
golfing. As a freshman, loe %%as
consistently the top player Oil
the titinlid.
was considered
a good chance to %tin the state
amateur (tourney. hut tvas forced
out with a knee operation.

BREAKFAST - LUNCH
DINNER
Are your studies piling up? Is the pressure and the heat getting
you down? Well then, it’s about time you took a break. Come
down and relax at lice’s in our friendly atmosphere.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
Phone Orders CY 7-8421
4th and St. James

a

Cards for
All Occasions

PAUL’S
34 Fountain St.

1st Annual

"Awful
Turtle Crawls"
Tonight! Join Us!
THE AWFUL-AWFUL

What Is Summer?
Summer is a season, it is a jammed swimming pool.
a screened porch.
Suntmer is flies in the kitchen,
and ice cream on apple pie.
!
Summer is a croailen
at crisp green salad.

beer in

the icebox.

beach, a Yosemite firefall,

S ...... nes is housing. Ille Spartan
Spartan Daily.

Classi fieds,

the

Classifieds are 1206, are
are 10:30-3:30 daily.
Classifieds are s
1-111,111IL11111111.1.121.1111111.1.1141.11.11...11.11.1.11111.11

204-6414-

housing.

Ext. 2465,

Friday, May 21 1965

!Doubles In R9lays

Golfer Harry Taylor ’Shack’ Top Hurdler Airmen Tracksters Invade SJS;
Started Career at 11
Will Be Feature Event

By JEFF STOCKTON
links to San Jose’s chances in the
One of the least known Spartan NCAA Tournament in June.
golfers is Harry Taylor, but he
Taylor, considered the team
definitely is one of the important comedian by iellow SJS golfers,
usually rates third, fourth or fifth
man on the team. Depth is a necessity to any team that has a
chance to win the NCAA.

Talent -Laden
SJS Golfing
Fraternity

In the world of sports, it’s possible to be great but not great
enough.
Such is the case with San Jose
State golfers Harry Taylor, Jim
Tmneatty, Chris Andrews, Don
Keffer and Tom Culligan.
Although they often play on
the lower half of the Spartan
golf ladder, their combined ability is good enough to make any
golf coach happy. There are only
three things wrong, though.
Terry Small, Ross Randall and
Hon Cerrudo. As a result the five
outstanding golfers are forced
down the ladder.

It’s like playing behind a Heisman Trophy winning quarterback.

The 11 -year old senior business administration major pribably could be the top golfer for
numerous schools in the country.

"Harry Taylor is the funniest
guy on the golf course. He has a
real dry sense of humor and is
the slowest golfer I know," remarked teammate and roommate
Ron Cerrudo.
"Ron says I’m slow, but it’s
actually that someone told him
that golf is played like a track
meet and the winner is the first
one to hit the tape," retorted
Taylor.
Harry started gulf at the age
of 11. "I lived by a golf couro
but had never played before.
One (lay I noticed a junior tournament taking plaice and entered.
I placed dead last and it took
me 2117 stroke’s to complete 36
holes," observed the Hayward
native.

"I came back the next year
and improved 117 strokes and came
in second," said Tayor.
That year proved to be a discouraging year for Harry because
he lost two playoffs for first place.
Taylor, a senior, won last year’s
At the age of IR, Taylor won
Blossom Tournament in San Jose his first tournament when he
and will shortly defend his title. captured the Central California
Chris Andrews hasn’t won any Junior Golf Tournament In
big tournaments but he has often Fresno. He also lost a playoff to
shot sub-par rounds.
Cerrudo in the Hayward Juniors
Don Keffer, winner of Eastern after building up a large lead
Conference championships is an- In the front nine but losing to
other top gunner. Keffer has Cerrudo’s surge on the back nine.
always come through with con"I’ve thought about words to
sistent scoring through the season.
describe what I thought of that
Then there is Torn Culligan.
playoff, but to this day I have yet
Culligan had an off-year, but
to be able to express myself."
he nonetheless is capable of
joked Taylor.
shooting outstanding golf. He Is
Harry attended Tennyson High
the champion at a number of
School in Hayward where he was
country clubs as well as being
number one man on the squad.
the low amateur in the 1963
He led the team to the league
Lucky International.
championship in his senior year.
Five outstanding golfers, who
He CAMP to Sal because of
don’t get the headines but still the influence of former Spartan
form the solid core of San Jose golfer John Lots. As a frosh
State’s nationally ranked golf linkster, Taylor was second mien.
team.
As a sophomore he played on the
SJS team that won the Western
Intercollegiate Tournament anti
HERB’S
played in the NCAA finals.
Station
Chevron
In his junior year Taylor sank
the only hole-in -one of his life.
STOP AT THE
It happened on the 140. -yard 14th
SIGN OF
hole at the San Jose Country Club.
BETTER
It wasn’t a very good shot,
Troncatty, who has been playing in the middle of the ladder,
was a finalist last year in the
National Junior Tournament in
1963.

SERVICE

Whatever your needs in the way of
auto services, from a tankful of gas
to an engine tune-up, you can b
sure you’ll get prompt expert attention at reasonable student rates.
OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATION
WHEEL BEARINGS
PACKED
BRAKES ADJUSTED &
RELINED
TIRES BALANCED
ENGINE TUNE-UP
Corner of dtk and William St.

Tonight - Friday

75c
PITCHERS
9 toll p.m.
(turtle crawl prices)
THE AWFUL -AWFUL

Although only a sopaomore, Ken
Shackelford has developed into
one of the finest intermediate
hurdlers in the nation and has a
good chance to pick up some valuable points for SJS in the NCAA
finals.
Last month Shackelford qualified for the finals with a 52.8 in
the 440 intermediates. Ken holds
the school record for the 330 intermediate hurdlers with a :17.9
timing that he set during the interclass track meet earlier this year.

\ 1)511

weeks ago. Shackelford turned 1,
a 21.3 fur his 220.

Ken was a track standout n
high school at Glendora where lit
’an a wind-aided 9.7 100 yard dash
The Hamilton Air Force Base
anti a 49.5 quarter-mile.
tiack team featuring sprinters
"I had a scholarship to Cal Lorenzo Fagen, Red Youngblood,
Pot, titan Luis Obispo) but anti Sant SIMCSIlitier will invade
Dean Miller (former SJS frosh the Spartan track tomorrow at
track collide) gave me a call dur- 1:15 p.m.
ing the
r preceding my
Other teams competing in the
freshman year and told me about meet are the University of Calithe truck program up here," re- fornia at Davis, the Cul at Berkemarked the 20-year old hurdler. ley freshman, and the Stanford
-1 knew about the great Salt freshman.
11,, also runs the quartermtUr Jose track teams and have never
The feature will be the MO
and has been clocked at 18.0 in- regretted coming here," comment - when, Mike filbeati
and Joe Neff,
doors in the mile’ relay and 48.4
Led Shackelford.
first and third In the nation
on the cinders.
"I hope to place in the hurdles respeetivelN, will fare Cal freshWhen the Spartan 880 relay in the NCAA this year and win the man slar De%lan Smith Ii :49.4
quartet sped to a 1:23.8 clocking finals before I graduate," said the and Spartababe Walt Channels.
at the West Coast Relays several determined political science major.
SJS will attempt to meet the,

i2

in the I

Colo.,tt Spartahaihe miler

mile relay by running its four top Steve Brown will have the race
men fur one of the few times this
season. Tim Knowles, who has
looked strong in practice this week,
and has run 48.3 wili run the opening leg.
Mike Gibeau, who has run a
47.9 relay leg, Wayne Herman,
18.:1 relay leg, and Tom Smith.
46.1 relay kg, will run second,
thin!, and anchor respectively.
Dave Lower, who faces Olympian Jeff Fishback in the steeplechase, will attempt to meet the
NCAA qualifying standard of 9:26
flat which he missed previously
by a tenth of a second.

I of his life when he faces Stanbid’s 4:14 miler Jim Letterer.
A close race is expected in the
l six mile where Tom Tuite, Phil
Darnall, and freshman star George
Weed will all compete.
Winter made a special salute to
Javelin thrower and intermediate
hurdler Bob Baughman whom he
referred to as the hardest worker
on the squad. "If hard work and
determination are helpful in meeting the NCAA qualifying standard
for the javelin, then Baughman
will make it’ said Winter.

GRADUATE TO GRODINS RAMSHEAD

which goes to show that aces
are extremely lucky," remarked
Taylor.

This year Harry won the Blossom Golf Tournament in Los Gatos
with a fine 66-67. He also competed
in the Far West Intercollegiate
Tournament,
If Taylor can keep his sense of
humor and methodical play, it
could be enough to boost the Spartans to the NCAA title.

Lefler Wins Title
Jim Lefler of Sigma Phi Epsilon
shot a one tinder par 71 earlier
this week to win the Intramural
low gross golf championship from
Steve Flamer of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon.
The pair tied with 74’s at the
end of the tournament last week,
necessitating a playoff.

littgekti cteak *we
SUNDAY DINNER
MENU
Chicken a la Reine Soup

Special Mixed Green Salad

CHOICE OF

ONLY 4880

2995

Cross Ribs of Beef au Jus

2.25

Roast Turkey

2.00

Chicken and Dumplings

2.00

Veal Parmesan
Filet Mignon, Continental Style
Special Cut New York Steak

1.95

Knowledgeable young men will eagerly respond to the qualities

Shop around ...you won’t find a better blazer anywhere under

2.75

of our traditional suit. Especially at Grodins smashing gradu-

2.75

ation price! Rich all-wool worsted in dark, dressy, go-everywhere

35.00! Wear this all-purpose blazer to graduationand all the
social fun to follow! All -wool with metal blazer buttons in Black,

shades of Cambridge Grey, Navy and Olive. Look no further!

Olive. Camel. Together with slim Rough Riders slacks 15.95.

Vegetable
Potatoes
Home -Made Parkerhouse Rolls
Home -Made Custard Pudding
Coffee or Tea

Open a super G account

ANGELO’S STEAKHOUSE
72 E. Santa Clara Street
San Jose, California

Free Parking at 38 So. 3rd Sheet

VsAtAi iAla

7

SHOP

MON. TN U MB.

1:30 P.M..

SAN ANTONIO CENTER

take 12 months to pay.

NS

SHOP MON . WED., THURS

SRI

Ill 9 30 P

tRTAN IMILT
Friday, May 21. 196s

Sigma Delta Chi
To Hold Dinner
F. Knowland, former
U.S. Senate majority leader, will
be featured speaker at the annual
Sigma Delta Chi Deadline Dinner
on May 26.
Sigma Delta Chi is the professional journalism society for men
at San Jaw State.
The title of Knowland’s speech
will be, ’The Press and the Presi.
dent: An Analysis of tlw Johnson
Administration’s Relationship with
the Washington Press Corps."
The public is invited to attend
the dinner which will be held at
The liouse of Jade restaurant.
Ticket donations are $5 each and
$9 tar couple with profits going
to the SJS Sigma Delta Chi
scholarship fund.

Prize-Winning Magazine
Starts Sale Wednesday

Today is the last day of the
VISTA recruitment program at
SJS. An information and application taxah is liwated in front of
the Spartan cafeteria On Seventh
Street, A 15-minute film, "VISTA
at Work," will be shown in B13
at 10:30 a.m., 12:30 and 2:30 p.m.
Any person 18 years of age or
older who is living in the U.S. may
apply. Married persons are eligible
only if both the husband and wife
apply together and have no minor
dependents.

Lyke, SJS prize-winning feature photographic essay of Baja California, and on the present discotheque craze," Tiessen said.
Another feature of the 64 -pa e
magazine is an interview article
of four SJS Negroes. discussing
the
discrimination
on
racial
zine.
The magazine will be on sak, campus.
for 60 cents front 7:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. in front of Sparta’,
Bookstore, the cafeteria. betwe,m
the Library and the Speech and Sc
Drama Building, and across from
the Music Building.
’The summer edition emphasizes
pictures," Tiessen said. "It contains more photographs than ever
Scholarships and honors were Nursing
Department
held
rebefore- a new concept in our everissued at the Third Recognition cently.
Improving format.
Dr. William J. Dusel, vice pres"Two of Lyke’s treats are a Dinner of the San Jose State
ident of SJS, was guest speaker.
Dr. Robert D. Clark, SJS president, and his wife were also
present.
Other special guests included
Dr. Robert J. Moore, dean of
rn,
rireplaces,
NcW
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APT.,
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mer. 292.1251. Marc.
’55 CHEVY COW/. 1T Bey ,^^e^. Reb
ren" and "Recent Research in the
PROFILE RESUME SERVICE
Teaching of Modern Elementary
297-5208
rambler 650 c.c i654 TT. Alameda. San Jose
59 MATCHLESS
LOST AND FOUND 161
School Mathematics."
3’4 5, 7th.
magazine will go on sale Wednes.
day,May 26 through Friday, May
locations,
according fol
29 in four
Iry Tiessen, editor of the maga-

Spartaguide

VISTA Ends SJS
Recruitment Today

TODA1
Tau Della Phi. 7.o) p.as, cal-x.1E4’1a A and b. Open End Forum.
Topic is "Academic Professionalism and Academic Unionism."
Balkan Dance Club, 8 p.m., WG
101. Kolo party.
Home Economies Club, 9 to 11:30
a.m., Hl. Coffee hour.
Volunteers In Service to America (VISTA), 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Seventh Street btaith. Recruitment.
Films in B13 at 10:30 a.m., 12:30
and 2:30 p.m.

arships Given
At Nursing Dinner

Home Economies Club, 2:30 p.m.,
Business meeting.
Chess Club, 2:30 p.m., 1117.
International Student Center, 8
p.m., 285 S. Market. U.S. travel
film s, sponsored by San Jose
Teachers Association.
International Strident Organization, 3:30 p.m., cafeteria A and
B. Elections. "Rodeo Day."

Spartan Daily Classified

ilia=.624.Wagn

- Pncto h, P’s.. Seg., ra
HOW TO GO - via satellite or pogo stick. This question faces
all SJS students. Kathy Ryder, freshman journalism major,
journalism major,
Neb., and Marilyn Manion,
San Francisco, both of Delta Zeta, discuss the problem. Of
course, the time old problem where to go enters the picture, too.

freshman

Omaha

Campus Club Showing
"A Cool Wave of C:olor," a surf
film sponsored by Circle K service
club, will be shown tomorrow d
7 and 9 p.m in S112.

State Assembly Passes Bill
Aimed at Outside Agitators

r.,

SJS Schedules
Conferences
4th This Summer

’56 FORD CONV.

P&H

HOUSING IS/

SALE - Less than 1,2 vice from suits
to so. Va,ahn’s 125 S. 4th. Sales hours
’60 VESPA GS...so. Must ONE AND TWO bedroom apts. Now M.F 9,30-9. Sat. 9:30,6.
St.
Reed
rates.
523
E.
Summer
renting.
294 608. Wayne.
BLUE BINDER and glasses in black case.
Near art bldg. 244.7743.
4 dr.. stick
55 CHEV.
6 $225. S. J.
SUMMER RATES
housing and apts
month,
From
par
$45
PERSONALS Ill
54 CHEVY
C. FAN ’ Gs4ad transpor
Call Jim Barrow or go to 486 S. 10th
.44
a93
292 9400.
THE FROG SAYS .. . I get my latndrs
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS - Earn, 2 done at home.
FOR SALE 13/
bdrm. apts. 5804100 summer, $164 fall
WHO IS DOC SAVAGE?
S. 11th. Mgr.. #6. 298.3494.
WEDDING rn.’^z^:ons. 300 for $29. 151
ASK BOB FEGUNDES
P.,
195 ’946
SUMMER RATES - I. 2, & 3
LOW
--Bdrm. Furn. Apts. JoMar Hall, 467 S SUSAN DUNAWAY! Gamma Phi Beta
BIKE
rd. 285
How
xass
your sneak???
8th. 297-8917. Spartan Hall, 65 S. 11th
THE SPIDER SAYS that I am standing
Married
VIEW LOT. Santa Crn2 rntns.. j,,,,. off , IDEAL - I bdrm. Over 21.
teachers, grad. students. 467
A Estates. Commun ’couples’
ABUSE MAKES A MESSAGE STALE,
S.
, o mrri-41.,,p_csc,, I r. ts.nniis
c,r,i 7co5..x4rt5s9,1$790.
9
4th’ 297.2148’
SORRY MATT, NO NEWS TODAY!
i HOUSE for 5-6 serious, responsible men.
$192/fail. 12 mo. lease
SHOTGUN 9..m,egton, 12 gauge, full $150/summer,
SERVICES 181
preferred. 297-4604.
165. 215 S. 12th, #7.
bdrm
8
2
I
Modern
Girls.
AUTO
INSURANCE
OFF
for students. Chet
$60
I
CLASSICAL 1-,EPTAR .,.
rr ’0 Isl. in lit. hen. Closets + !/2 blk Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W. San Carlos.
292-1327.
I ^’L $75.
’ I
TYPING - Term papers. thesis, etc
Pira electric. 2434313.
To buy, sell, rent or
announce anytlsin
;list till out and clip
This handy order
blank

$200.

CLASSIFIED RATES
MIMITIUM

Two lines
One time
2 lines
3 lines

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS.
1206, San lose State
College, San Jose 14,
Calif

One time Three times
50c a line 25c a line
$1.50
$1.00
2.25
1.50

Fore times
20c a line
$2.00
3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines
Add this
amount for
each additional line

2.50

3.75

5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Print your ad here:
10011111 33 letters and Spaces for Each Line)
CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For sate (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
[(Transportation (9)

13Jco

s. 2nt, Li42.

To place an ad:
. Call at
Classified Adv. Office - J206

Run Ad
Starting Date

(No 01 days) Enclose $

Phone

Th

103:.03:

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or check. Make check oaf to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414.

Est. 2461

Proceeds will go toward three
scholarships. One will be given to
an incoming Circle K club member of freshman standing, and two
other scholarships will be awarded
to any student with a high GPA
and in need of financial assistance.

Enrollment Crisis
To Be Discussed

Easter Seal Camp
Set As Picmc Site
For O.T. Grain

Key issues involved in current
problems confronting the California State College system will be
discussed Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in
Concert Hall, when SJS conducts’
a special conference.
KSJS, the college FM radio
station ’90.71 will carry live the
session which is expected to possibly draw as many as 200 area
political representatives and community leaders.
Pres. Robert D. Clark indicated
the conference has been initiated
In order to outline to as many
people as possible the reasons
which underline denials of admission and to ask their support as
the college faces the current crisis.
After the general meeting, conference participants will break
into groups of 10 to discuss the
problems in detail with teams of
several resource persons drawn
from SJS administrators, faculty,
alumni and students.

The scholarship committee includes the Circle K faculty adviser, Dr. Frank G. Willey, coordinator of the extension service; a
representative from the administration not yet named; Ron Tornell, past Circle K president; Bill
Barton, the new president; Andrew
Mel Ii sn:rlit, fund nriir.ing chairman
and 1,o member,

Trris el Nine, oi the United States
will be shown for international student and visitors at the International Student Center, 285 S. Market Street, today at 8 p.m.
Sponsor for the evening program
will be the San Jose Teachers Association.
Preceding the program, at 7
p.m., the third week of ballroom
dance lessons will be given to all
interested persons. A 6 p.m., supper will be held for members who
have paid their membership fees.
Opportunity to sign up for preliminaries in the Sports Week Activities to be held next week (May
24-28> will be made. Preliminaries
will be held Monday through
Thursday, May 24 to 27, from 8
to 10 p.m, in ping piing. chess and
checkers.
The sports playoff in these three
events will be held on Friday,
May ’28. A dance contest will also
be held at that time. Trophies
will be given in the events.

Meetin
1Today Features
occupational Therapy Club will
hold a picnic tomorrow from 11
’Rodeo Day’
a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Easter Seal

Camp. The picnic is open to all
occupational therapy department
faculty, students and their guests.
Tickets for the picnic are $1.75
each and may be purchased from
Dorothy
Byllesby,
Rosetnary
Hodges, Jackie Lewi and Kristin
Floy. Sign-up sheets are available
in the occupational therapy department of the Health Bulling.

Reichmuth Appointed
New Alumni Head

Service
May Offer Greek

Sas

"Rodeo Di*," leaturing a Rodeo
Cowboy Association (RCA) movie
and speaker, plus demonstration
of rodeo equipment, is a feature
of this afternoon’s International
Student Organization meeting at
3:30 in cafeteria A and B.
Speaker is Joe Paradiso, manager of the San Jose Firemen’s
Rodeo for three years and former
vice president of the Rodeo Managers Association of America. He
will discuss the film and answer
questions concerning rodeos.
Jack Roddy, all-around champion cowboy for two years (recipient of best totals in all events),
will demonstrate rodeo equipment.
International Queen Casey GOtings will ride in the Saturday
Firemen’s Rodeo parade which will
precede the Rodeo events,
Interested international students
may make arrangements to attend
the Firemen’s Rodeo through the
Inteimational Student Center, 285
S. Market.

STATE MEAT MARKET
Wholesale and Retail

In honor of the 700th

TRANSPORTATION 19/

V,V,

who
call. Speaker Jesse NI.
had not voted, waited until Iwo
other Democrats cast aye votes,
bringing the total to 53.
Then he cast the decisive ballot
and heard a burst of applause from
the gallery.
The bill by Assemblyman Don
Mulford, IR-Piedmont), would allow university and state college
officials to eject from the campus
non-students or non-employes who
seemed likely to cause trouble.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown has
praised the measare, but has declined t s:ny %Owl her 111. will sign

Foreign Students
Show Travel
Films Tonight

Ben Reichrnuth, 1657 graduate
of SJS, will serve as president of
the San Jose State College Alumni Association during the 1965-66
academic year.
Reichmuth succeeds Gerard J.
Kettman who remains as a member of the association board of
directors.
Extension
Other officers for the coming
year include Nick Lickwar, vice
president and William C. Miller,
Pre-seminary students needing
secretary.
courses in New Testament Greek
may phone or visit Extension Services, 319 S. Fifth Street, before
June 1. If there is sufficient interest on campus, a fall extension
course will be considered, accordCY 2-7726
Corner 4th and Santa Clara
ing to Frank G. Willey, coordinator of Extension Services.
COMPLETE LINE OF FIRST QUALITY MEATS

EXPERT TYPING - Hour/page. Elect
245-7999, Sunnyvale area.
ric
AIRIINE CAPTAIN assist several se
.ittain FAA co -Pilot rating
. stn. summer on "at cost basis."
Must be good student, perfect health.
20 14 irs. old. 2 or more years college.
13
‘". Tulsa, Okla,

NEED RIDE TO NEBRASKA about June

Address

S-T-R-E-T-C -H
JEANS

EXCELLENT TYPING done in my home.

MWF 9:30-3:30
Name

WRANGLER

TYPING-All kinds. IBM electric. Woni
luaranteed. Jo Vine. 3784577
WHO IS DOC SAVAGE?
A.1, BOB WEINGARTENER
TYPING SERVICE - East San Jose

TRAvElING by Corvette to N.Y.C. Sc
..ner. Need person to share
., 7921’’’’,.

0
f]
0
0
0
El
0

MISSES

I The film is nararted by Greir
’ MacGilliray and shows highlights
with sights and sounds of the Cali Lorain surf.
Door prizes worth $40 will he
given and sire donated by Mosher’s
’Ind Vaughn’s.
’rickets of $1.50 each are avail side’ in the Student Affairs Business Office and at a booth in front
of the Spartan Bookstore.

TOMORROW:
Occupational Therapy Club, 11
a.m., Easter Seal Camp. Picnic for
faculty, students and guests of 0.
F. Department.
Tri-C Club, 9:45 a.m. and 5:45
p. m., Third and San Antonio
St reels.
Chi Sigmas Epsilon, secretarial
’Ionorary society, 10:45 a.m., San
lose Country Club. Senior breakfast.
Hillel, 4:30 p.m., Barbee tie,
’vVotnen’s Gym.

anniversary of the
Calavaris Frog Jumps,
the Awful is sponsoring
Now. one of your favorites from
Wrangler in cool, comfortable
STRETCH! True western cut fashioned in 10 oz, sanforized stretch
denim .. . 75% cotton, 25% nylon.
In light blue, red, wheat, sailing blue
and denim blue.
Misses’ sizes 8.18

Only $5.98
The Workingman’s
Store
218 W. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, Calif.

- THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

its first

LINK SAUSAGE

"Turtle Crawls"

GROUND BEEF

Tonight - Friday

SPRING LEG OF LAMB....
COLUMBIA BACON

75c Pitchers

9-11 p.m.

Dancing and Fun

THE AWFUL-AWFUL

CORNED BEEF

-

49c/ lb.
83d/ 2 lbs.
69c/ lb.
39V_lb.
48c/ lb.

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fraternities, Sororities and Boarding Houses
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